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Abstract The aim of the present research work is to

investigate the emission of neutrons from inert mate-

rials subjected to mechanical load. If confirmed, this

emission can be seen as a proof of the existence of

piezonuclear reactions, i.e. nuclear reactions of fission

induced by pressure. This investigation was performed

by loading specimens of granite under uniaxial

compression till failure and recording the emissions

through passive dosimeters. In the present work, the

experimental setup was designed and realised, in

accordance with what is described in the literature as

concerns neutron emissions from inert rock specimens

under compressive uniaxial loads. The proper func-

tioning of dosimeters was verified and the experimen-

tal functional procedure with radioactive sources was

described in the paper. The preliminary experimental

activity of the measurement of the background level of

neutrons was performed describing the set up allowing

it. Finally, the functional tests with radioactive

sources, measurement of background values and

neutron emission tests during the monoaxial

destructive compression tests of the granite specimen

were compared and discussed.

Keywords Neutron emission � Mechanical load �
Piezonuclear reactions � Brittle fracture � Rock

crushing failure

1 Introduction

In the scientific community studies have been con-

ducted on the different forms of energy emitted during

the failure of brittle materials based on acoustic

emission signals, or on the detection of the electro-

magnetic charge.

Since first half of the twentieth century, the

mechanical induction of nuclear phenomena has been

investigated. In particular, between 1962 and 1984

several experiments on solid radioactive materials

with neutron production favoured by pressure were

performed [1, 2], based on previous knowledge.

The possibility of causing nuclear reactions by

subjecting different materials to mechanical load has

been investigated, among others, by Taleyarkhan, who

conducted experiments producing ‘‘piezonuclear’’

reactions in gas and liquids with dissolved radioactive

substances [3].

As authors’ knowledge, the first time the scientific

community introduced the term ‘‘piezonuclear’’ dates

on year 1986, talking about the use of a diamond-anvil

high-pressure cell [4].
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Neutron emissions coming from piezonuclear

reactions in inert liquids containing iron [5] have been

observed.

Carpinteri et al. [6], performed experiments with

non-radioactive materials and proposed several

reactions.

In the first experiments with non-radioactive mate-

rials, solutions of water containing iron salts were

subjected to cavitation induced by a sonotrode oscil-

lating with the appropriate frequency [7].

Tests have been conducted on damage produced by

the exposure of an iron bar to pressure waves [8].

More recently, piezonuclear neutron emissions

from brittle rock specimens in compression have been

studied [9–11].

The experiments with solid materials were per-

formed subjecting them to mechanical load of mono-

tonic and cyclic compression. In these experiments, a

dose of neutrons was measured. The emissions of

neutrons took place in conjunction with specimen

failure. These emissions were recorded by passive

(bubble detectors) and electronic (He-3 devices)

instruments [9, 12].

The existence of these reactions has been theorised

in [13, 14] and their occurrence appears to be

confirmed by the microchemical analyses shown in

[15, 16].

In addition, it seems to emerge an indirect evidence

of piezonuclear reactions, based on geochemical and

geomechanical considerations [17, 18].

In the present work, the research theme was

approached from an experimental point of view,

subjecting specimens of granite coming from Sardinia

to a monotonic load and measuring the eventual

emission through passive dosimeters.

2 Experimental equipment and test

The experimental setup, in accordance with what is

described in the literature as concerns neutron emis-

sions from inert rock specimens under compressive

uniaxial loads, considers specimens of granite meeting

the requirements as in [10]: the material containing

iron must be fragile and the volume of the specimen

must be above a given threshold.

A cutting machine shown in Fig. 1 was used to

prepare the specimens. All specimens were of the

same prismatic shape and size, measuring

50 9 50 9 150 in millimetres.

Tests have been carried out on a granite coming

from the north east of Sardinia and named Rosa Beta.

Its main mineral components are quartz SiO2, feldspar

(KAlSi3O8) (orthoclase, sanidine and microcline),

plagioclase ((Na,Ca)(Si,Al)4O8) and biotite

K(Mg,Fe2?)3[AlSi3O10(OH,F)2. The rock is isotropic

and phaneritic in texture. In Tables 1 and 2 the main

mechanical properties and the chemical composition

are synthesized respectively.

Since neutrons are electrically neutral particles, to

detect them a conversion process is used: a secondary

charged particle is produced by an incident neutron

interacting with a nucleus. This allows an accurate

neutron evaluation by the superheated bubble detec-

tion technique. Passive neutron bubble detectors, as in

Fig. 2, were used; they are insensitive to electromag-

netic noise and have zero gamma sensitivity. The

dosimeters (BTI, Ontario, Canada, 1992) [19] are

based on superheated bubble detectors and are

calibrated at the factory against an Americium-Beryl-

lium source as given in NCRP report 38 [20]. Each

bubble detector is a polycarbonate vial where there is

an elastic tissue equivalent polymer in which droplets

of Freon are dispersed. A droplet vaporizes forming a

visible gas bubble; this bubble stays trapped in the gel

when a neutron collides; the direct measurement of the

equivalent neutron dose comes from the number of

bubbles. These detectors are suitable for neutron dose

measurements in the energy range of thermal neutrons

(E = 0.025 eV, BDT type) and fast neutrons

(E [ 100 keV, BD-PND type).

A liquid is said to be superheated when it maintains

its liquid state above the boiling temperature. The

overheated state is a metastable state from the time

that the system is in a state of minimum energy, but not

in an absolute minimum. For neutron emission,

detecting dosimeters are used with chlorofluorocar-

bons with a moderate degree of overheating; detectors

are typically used with emulsions of CCl2F2 (Dichlo-

rodifluoromethane). For the formation of bubbles

there are threshold values that depend on the compo-

sition of the droplets and the condition of temperature

and pressure, as well as the degree of overheating of

emulsions; the relation between dose and number of

bubbles (sensitivity of the dosimeter) is constant

regardless of the neutron dose.
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The dosimeters were initially closed and sealed;

they were activated through the removal of the cap,

which is equipped with an integrated piston as shown

in Fig. 2, that keeps the pressurized liquid contained in

the dosimeters. By recompressing the gel through the

piston it is possible to return to the initial conditions

and the dosimeter can be reused.

The bubble dosimeters used are indicated by the

letters C1,…, C6 as in Table 3, they can be classified

as dosimeters for thermal neutrons and for fast neutron

measurements.

Fig. 1 The cutting diamond

disc (a), some specimens

during the checking of the

upper and lower face co-

planarity (b), a granite

specimen (c)

Fig. 2 A dosimeter with its cap

Table 3 Identification of used dosimeters

Tag Type Sensitivity Code

Bubbles/

mrem

Bubbles/

lSv

C1 BDT (for thermal

neutrons)

32 2.9 11165170

C2 BD-PND (for fast

neutrons)

29 2.7 10062234

C3 BD-PND (for fast

neutrons)

32 2.9 10062313

C4 BDT (for thermal

neutrons)

30 2.7 11249132

C5 BDT (for thermal

neutrons)

31 2.8 11165133

C6 BD-PND (for fast

neutrons)

32 3.0 10020115

Table 1 Mechanical properties of granite

Unit weight KN/m3 26.35

Imbibition coefficient % 0.0035

Thermal linear expansion coefficient mm/

m �C

7,3

E-6

Compression breaking load MPa 194.5

Compression breaking load after freeze/

thaw cycles

MPa 169.7

Elasticity modulus GPa 54

Impact resistance J 5.01

Frictional wear mm 2.56

Knoop Micro-hardness MPa 6.213

Table 2 Chemical composition of granite

SiO2 71.95 % (silica)

Al2O3 14.40 % (alumina)

K2O 4.12 %

Na2O 3.68 %

CaO 1.82 %

FeO 1.68 %

Fe2O3 1.22 %

MgO 0.71 %

TiO2 0.30 %

P2O5 0.12 %
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To verify the proper functioning of the dosimeters,

they were exposed to two reference radioactive

sources. The sources are one of 241Am/Be and one

of Cs-137. The sources are placed in a special room

with lead-lined walls, inside the Geology Laboratory

of the University of Cagliari.

In Fig. 3a the device containing the Am–Be source

is shown, while Fig. 3b, c show the labels of the two

sources with the indication of activity.

The radioactive elements are enclosed in a steel

cylinder. Furthermore, to reduce emissions when not

in use, the steel cylinder is surrounded by a polymeric

Fig. 3 The Am–Be source

(a); tag of Am–Be source

(b); tag of Cs-137 source (c)

Fig. 4 Dosimeters for slow

(a) and fast (b) neutrons,

after the test with

radioactive sources
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shield. To perform the test, the steel cylinder is

extracted from the shield.

The nominal activity of 241Am/Be source is

0.03 Ci, with half-time of 432 years. Since the exper-

iments have been performed within the recommended

working life of the radioactive source, i.e. 15 years,

the radioactive activity can be considered equal to its

nominal value.

The ‘‘fast’’ dosimeters C2, C3 and C6 showed some

bubbles before the test, equal in number, respectively,

4, 2 and 3, but this does not invalidate the test itself.

The neutron detectors are moved toward both radio-

active sources and checked every 5 min. At the end of

the test, which lasted 30 min, the bubbles were

counted. At the end of the test the dosimeters for

slow neutrons C1, C4 and C5 had 6, 9 and 10 bubbles

Fig. 5 a The testing

machine used for

compression tests (METRO

COM). b The diagram of the

machine
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as shown in Fig. 4a, corresponding to a dose rate of

4.10 ± 0.82, 6.70 ± 1.34 and 7.10 ± 1.42 lSv/h

respectively, with an average value of 5.97 ± 1.19

lSv/h. The dosimeters for fast neutrons C2, C3 and C6

showed 56, 69 and 65 bubbles, as shown in Fig. 4b, of

which net 52, 67 and 62, corresponding to a dose rate

of 38.0 ± 7.6, 46.0 ± 9.2 and 41.0 ± 8.2 lSv/h, with

an average value of 42.0 ± 8.4 lSv/h.

To impose the load on the specimens a servo

hydraulic testing machine was used. A photograph and

a diagram of the machine are shown in Fig. 5. An

hydraulic piston moves a plate acting on the specimen.

The specimen is pushed against a counterpart plate

linked to the frame through a spherical joint, allowing

a tolerance in the parallelism between the lower and

upper faces of the specimen. The actuator piston

moves the plate along a stroke of up to 60 mm. The

maximum load is 2.0 9 106 N, to which corresponds

an oil pressure of 28 MPa in the hydraulic circuit.

A frame, shown in Fig. 6, was designed and built to

hold the dosimeters close to the specimen during tests.

It is independent and not connected to the body of the

testing machine to avoid being influenced by move-

ments and vibrations. The material of the frame is

insensitive to electromagnetic fields. The frame occu-

pies an area around the specimen under test and it is

Fig. 6 The in-place

dosimeters support

Fig. 7 Layout of shooting and lighting equipment

Fig. 8 The dosimeter frame

diagram and the radiometer

used to detect the

background level in the test

room
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able to accommodate many dosimeters in different

positions, depending on the test requirements.

The dosimeters are positioned on two adjustable

horizontal beams supported by the frame. The beams

are equipped with different supports which allow

different positions of the dosimeters along the beams.

In Fig. 7 the entire test rig is shown. For shooting

video a Casio Model EX-F1 digital camera was used.

The lighting, in addition to the one typical of the

laboratory, was provided by a halogen lamp having a

power of 450 W and a flux of 8,000 lumen. A view of

the general layout is shown in Fig. 7.

The experimental loading tests were carried out in

the University of Cagliari Laboratory of the Civil

Engineering, Environment and Architecture

Department and in the Laboratory of Applied Mechan-

ics of Mechanical, Chemical and Materials Engineer-

ing Department.

Fig. 9 The dosimeters on

the specimen in the test

machine and their

positioning diagram (see

also Table 2)

Fig. 10 The load increasing curve versus time in the test no. 3

Fig. 11 Specimen and dosimeters at the end of test no. 3
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The test room is a closed underground room. One of

the preliminary experimental activities was the mea-

surement of the background level of neutrons. To

perform this measurement, the six dosimeters were left

in the laboratory for 6 h, mounted on the frame (see

Fig. 6b) as in the diagram of Fig. 8a, specially built to

assemble them, as previously described, and placed at

the centre of the test room. The test duration to

determine the background can range between few

hours and few days.

In particular, the time required to measure the

natural neutron background is about ten hours, as

reported in [21].

After that, five of them (C1… C5) showed a bubble

each. This corresponds to a dose of 0.345 ± 0.172,

0.370 ± 0.185, 0.345 ± 0.172, 0.370 ± 0.185, 0.357 ±

0.178 lSv, respectively, with an average value of

0.362 ± 0.181 lSv, coming from slow neutrons, and

0.364 ± 0.182 lSv, coming from ‘‘fast’’ neutrons. To

these doses correspond dose rates of 60.3 ± 30.1 and

60.7 ± 30.3 nSv/h, respectively. These values are of the

same order of magnitude as the ones recorded by a

radiometer 98.3 ± 0.1 nSv/h as shown in Fig. 8b.

For the measurements performed on the testing

machine, the specimens were placed between the

plates and the dosimeters were positioned as close to

the specimen as possible. The specimens were

wrapped in a bubble wrap sheet to prevent damage

to instruments and people, following the dispersion of

splinters and fragments from the sudden collapse of

the specimen being tested.

In Fig. 9a the specimen is represented as positioned

in the testing machine before the compression test.

The dosimeter distribution around the specimen is

shown in the diagram in Fig. 9b. The dosimeters

indicated with C1, C4 and C5 are BDT (for thermal

neutrons) and C2, C3 and C6 are BD-PND (for fast

neutrons).

Eight tests were performed, all of which applying a

fast rate of load up to a load of 25 tons and then

applying an increasing load having a rate of growth

lower than in the first part of the test.

Fig. 12 The collapsed specimen after test no. 3
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Test no. 3 gave a particularly significant output.

This experiment was performed with the intention of

quickly reaching a given load and then keeping the

pressure on the sample oscillating around a value so as

to trigger the first cracks.

The load curve is drawn in the graph of Fig. 10. The

entire curve can be modelled using a load function

versus time as a set of three functions on three different

time intervals. The three functions are two linear and

one sinusoidal. Indicating the test time t in minutes and

the load L in tons, for t between 0 and 3 min the load

expression could be given by L = 8.33 t; for t between

3 and 17 min the load expression could be given by

L = 0.414 (t-3) ? 25; for t between 17 and

43.5 min, the load expression could be given by

L = 30.8 ? 0.15 (t-17) ? 0.8 sin ((t-17)p/5).

Fig. 13 Plan view of the

specimen (a), plan view

diagram (b) and

axonometric diagram of the

dosimeter positioning near

the specimen (c)

Fig. 14 The C4 dosimeter for thermal neutrons
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The collapse occurred 40 min after the start of the

test for a load of 35.4 tons, equivalent to a fluid

pressure of 139 MPa in the hydraulic circuit. The

specimen and dosimeters at the end of test no. 3 are

shown in Fig. 11.

In Fig. 12 the photograph on the left hand side

shows the specimen after collapse in three orthogonal

projections and the recomposed specimen on the right

in axonometric view.

In Fig. 13 it is possible to show the dosimeter

positioning also schematised in Fig. 9b. In Fig. 13a

the photograph represents in plan view the lower part

of the collapsed specimen. In Fig. 13b the scheme

shows in plan view the specimen with the dosimeters;

the direction of the neutron flux ranges between a1 and

a2 angles. In Fig. 13c an axonometric scheme of the

instrumented specimen can be seen with a table of the

dosimeter on the right hand side.

In dosimeter C4, 185 ± 10 bubbles in the cylin-

drical part were counted. As specified in the manu-

facturer’s data sheet the bubbles in the hemispherical

area must be ignored. Dosimeter C4, after test no. 3, is

shown in Fig. 14. Most of the counted bubbled,

however, are joined in two clusters, and so possibly

linked to a false signal. Excluding the two clusters, is it

possible to count about 20 bubbles. The 20 bubbles

indicate a dose of (7.41 ± 1.48) lSv. To this dose

corresponds a dose rate of 10.20 ± 2.04 lSv/h. This

refers to a conventional time interval equal to the

entire duration of the test, which was 43.5 min. The

number of bubbles counted is related to a neutron flow

rate of 150 times the background level measured by

the C4 dosimeter (60.5 ± 30.3 nSv/h).

In the graph of Fig. 15 the dose rate is referred, in

nSv/h, of thermal and fast neutrons, drawn using a

logarithmic scale. In the graph two couples of

histograms are presented. Each couple shows the

values of thermal and fast neutron emission for two

different tests. The first couple, on the left, represents

the background fluxes detected by dosimeters for fast

and thermal neutrons respectively; it can be seen that

the values in this couple are very close. The second

Fig. 15 The different dose rates for fast and thermal dosimeters

in two different tests: measurement of background values;

neutron emission tests during the monoaxial destructive

compression tests of the granite specimen

Fig. 16 Dosimeters,

specimens and their related

planes
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couple concerns the destructive test performed on the

granite specimen. In this case the dosimeter for fast

neutrons shows no output.

Figure 16 shows a diagram of the specimen with two

planes describing the test geometry. The two planes are

the fracture plane and the dosimeter plane where the

base of the sensitive part of the specimens is located. The

two planes intersect along a line positioned at mid-

height and at mid-thickness of the specimen. The angle

between the planes is about 63�. The dosimeters are

positioned as in Fig. 9 and it is possible to trace a

circumference, having a radius of 40 mm, containing

the axis of the dosimeters as in Fig. 15 on the dosimeter

plane. The dosimeter that detected a neutron flux was the

C4 as mentioned previously.

3 Conclusion

Neutron emission measurements were performed on

granite specimens from Sardinia during mechanical

compression tests. The authors believe that the presence

of piezonuclear reactions giving rise to neutron emis-

sions in inert non-radioactive brittle solids when

compression loads are performed on specimens having

an opportune size can be assumed. The bubble dosim-

eters used show neutron fluxes of several orders of

magnitude higher than the background level at the time

of catastrophic failure. These values correspond to a

dose rate of neutrons 150 times the background level

measured in the preliminary phase of the test.

The results described in this work and the vitality of

the scientific community on this topic encourages

exploration of new and fascinating application fields,

such as the production of clean nuclear energy and

neutrons for medical use in cancer therapy.
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